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Kingdom Hearts 2 is the successor to the original Kingdom Hearts, one of the most popular action RPG titles on the Playstation 2. This game continues with the story started in Kingdom Hearts, and follows a young boy named Sora on a quest that is larger than life. His journey takes him through different worlds inspired by Disney movies, and the game is full of Disney characters
and content. The gameplay is a mix of RPG leveling mechanics and hack 'n slash combat, with an emphasis on both ease of use and strategy. As a follow-up, Kingdom Hearts 2 brings many improvements to both the storytelling and gameplay categories. There are more Disney worlds to explore, better combat options, and an even bigger story than ever before. The story in the
original Kingdom Hearts was quite simple, but still infused with plenty of symbolism and hyperbole. Among the cute Disney charm, there is a long and complex story with light versus dark. Kingdom Hearts 2 continues that story, starting with a brand new protagonist. Players start the game as Roxas, a young boy who is in the cheerful Twilight Town. For reasons unknown, Roxas
shares a bond with the main character of the original game, Sora. Before long, Sora has awakened from his year-plus nap, and sent on another mission through the world of Disney. The Disney content in Kingdom Hearts 2 is much more varied and fun than the original game, giving players a wide range of franchise and features. Some of the classic worlds from the first game are
still present, including Olympus, Atlantis, and others. However, a lot of new worlds make exploration even more enjoyable. Players can dive into exciting levels based on movies like Beauty and the Beast, Mulan, Pirates of the Caribbean, and more. There's a great mix of unique visual styles, because each world feels vastly different from the last. Gameplay remains similar to the
original game, with some fun tweaks and additions. As you progress through each of the game's worlds, you'll find new gear and a level up. This allows Sora to use new skills, and generally become more powerful. There is a new feature called Drive Gauge, which allows Sora to change into a more powerful form. These shapes offer brand new combos, exciting special moves and
situational buffs. It's a cool feature that makes fights feel more varied and accessible. The Gummi ship parts of the game have also received an update because the content in the original Kingdom Hearts was underwhelming. Between levels, players still control a spaceship crawling through space. However, instead of being used as a means of transportation, the Gummi ship
sections feel more like on-rails shooters. You'll have to shoot through hordes of enemy ships and travel through unique areas that stand out. It's a great upgrade from the original game, where the Gummi ship levels were were and boring. In short, Kingdom Hearts 2 is an excellent sequel that will definitely put a smile on your face. It continues to start the story in the original game,
and adds some interesting twists along the way. The overall story is sometimes still quite difficult to understand, but the Disney content on the surface level is charming and easy to dissect. Both RPG and Disney fans will definitely want to watch On Kingdom Hearts 2, as it offers a huge amount of nostalgia and quality action RPG gameplay. Page 2 0 A B C D E G G H I J K L M N
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